Pediatric Swallowing And Feeding: Assessment And Management
Synopsis

A Volume in the Early Childhood Intervention Series The comprehensive primary reference for assessment and management of infants and children of all ages with feeding and swallowing problems is updated and expanded in this second edition. The authors cogently detail vital information with clarity and precision for all professionals involved with pediatric swallowing and feeding disorders. New chapters focus on behavioral related feeding problems and chronic aspiration. Major reorganization adds evidence based, up-to-date information useful to the student as well as the seasoned practitioner.
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Customer Reviews

I found this book very helpful and informative. It is easy to read and provides a wide variety of charts and information. Great section on early feeding development. Have enjoyed the whole book.

I have used this book more than any textbooks I’ve been required to purchase (this one was not required). Not only has it helped me with my thesis, but it has helped me in so many other classes throughout graduate school. Arvedson is THE resource for pediatric dysphagia.

I bought this book after going to one of Joan Arvedson’s Pediatric Swallowing courses. Loved the course. Not too thrilled about the book as it looks like the pictures are photo copies; dark, not clear. I need to see the pictures clearly as they are part of my training. I am just not happy with it. I paid
over 100 dollars for a paperback book and I need it to be good. What can I do? How do I get a better copy? HELP! Emily Rice...emilypalmerrice@gmail.com

I needed to update my resources. I had her 1st version, so I knew thus would only be better and up to date. She includes recommendations that families can follow through with. The information is necessary for my job, so I can provide ethical treatment to our PICU and NICU.

This book is very good for studying pediatric swallowing!

The book was in great condition. Thanks
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